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Examine the 7 categories from planning and designing 
to prototyping, testing and coding
Learn the differences between the para-
digms and where a language sits
Learn different design patterns that you 
can apply to app development
Learn  about the product development life cycle
Look at programming paradigms
Memorise the  Swift interface
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The Product Development Life cycle
The product 
development 
life cycle
Creating a working prototype helps
to collect further requirements from
the stakeholders and also enables
them to comprehend the system. It 
also helps in reassuring ideas and 
defining go to market (GTM) 
feasibility.
Creating a working prototype helps
to collect further requirements from
the stakeholders and also enables
them to comprehend the system. It 
also helps in reassuring ideas and 
defining go to market (GTM) 
feasibility.
Designing an application is an
ongoing process that aligns with
the users of the application’s
requirements.
Planning concerns listening to the
client on what their needs are for 
 resu eht rof yhtapmE  .tcudorp eht
is a trait that helps in this stage of 
the cycle.
User testing within the cycle
concerns feedback from the users 
and continuous debugging through-
out
The idea stage is the initial 
conception of requirements based 
upon the what the client wants. 
 ,repap ,sehcteks sa hcus   :slooT
pens etc.
Coding of the software application
almost always concerns the 
developer and is a continual 
process that commences after the
applications design.
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Programming Paradigms
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6real-life 
object
virtual 
metaphor
Object-oriented 
programming (OOP) 
is another 
programming 
paradigm based on a 
microworld. 
In OOP, a real-life 
metaphor is 
programmed through its 
virtual object.  The 
computable object is 
within the  cube.   
Computable objects
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Design brief
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8The features of different types of transport 
to be represented on the app are 
researched through design processes.
An initial brainstorm with the client for the 
app reveals they would like the following 
transport types included as choices within 
the app.  These transport types are 
Porsche, truck, bike, mini, Tesla and 
convertible Porsche.
An affinity diagram is often 
used to gather and 
organise user requirements 
about a product.  It is an 
outcome of brainstorming.
Planning
Brain Storming
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Information architecture
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Inheritance
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Interface input
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Interface cues and gesture
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A blueprint is used to create 
copies of plans like a class.  
In object orientated 
programming, once a class 
is created more objects can 
be created as instances of 
the class.   
To create a car class, a class 
of a transport object is 
constructed called car.  As 
many class copies are 
produced as required to 
represent different types of 
transport.  Car is the first 
class we are creating.
Classes in OOP
15
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Model View Controller
1990
MVC was introduced
within Milestone 5.  For an 
indepth focus on MVC please
see Milestone 5.
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Model View Controller (MVC)
The exploded isometric figure 
represents the app to be 
programmed.  The views are 
indicated with the view icon, the 
model with the model icon and 
the areas the controller operates 
with the controller icon.   
MVC model controller view
17
Isometric diagram of MVC
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Open Swift and 
enter the generic 
transport class into 
the file 
transport.swift
.
transport.swift
var modelName = "null"
var modelYear = 0
var powerSource = "null"
var wheelNumber= 0
Click on Swift and open a file called 
transport.swift
click Swift create a new file
Begin your app
transport.swift
Begin the application
18
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Coding the transport class
Coding the transport class The design features of the object can be directly entered into the file transport.swift now as variables 
and properties.  The variables (var) 
are the primary features in the 
affinity diagram and the functions 
(funct) are the secondary features 
and represent the action that takes 
place.  
propertiesvariables
class{} transport class{}
var modelName = "null"
var modelYear = 0
var powerSource = "null"
var wheelNumber= 0
func forward() -> String {
  return "null"
}
  
func backward() -> String {
  return "null"
}
  
func stop() -> String {
  return "null"
}
  
func turn(degrees:Int) -> String {
  var normalizedDegrees = degrees
  let degreesInACircle = 360
  
  if (normalizedDegrees > degreesInACircle || normalizedDegrees < 
-degreesInACircle) {
     normalizedDegrees = normalizedDegrees % degreesInACircle
  }
  
  return String(format: "Turn %d degrees.", normalizedDegrees)
}
  
func gearChange(newGearName:String) -> String {
  return String(format: "Put %@ into %@ gear.",self.modelName, 
newGearName)
}
  
func honkHorn() -> String {
  return "null"
}
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Classes replicate through inheritance
transport
class
truck
bike car class
mustang
convertible
porsche
tesla
mini
porsche
Classes replicate in 
object orientated 
programming 
through a process 
called inheritance.  
Every class below 
the superclass 
inherits the variables 
and properties of the 
class above it.
superclass
subclass
subclass
subclasssubclass
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Properties tell the what
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Functions tell the how
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Designing the transport class
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By entering the following code into the file 
AppDelegate.swift you can check the 
execution of your program.  So far if the 
returns null values and an integer value for 
the turning degrees, your code is working.
Debugging
application(_:didFinishLaunchingWithOptions:)
func application(application: UIApplication, 
                 didFinishLaunchingWithOptions launchOptions: 
[NSObject: AnyObject]?) -> Bool {
    
  var transport = Transport()
 
  println(”Transport turn: \(transport.turn(700))")
  var changeGearResult = transport.gearChange("Test")
  println(”Transport change gears: \(changeGearResult)")
    
  println(”Transport make noise: \(transport.honkHorn())")
  println(”Transport go forward: \(transport.forward())")
  println(”Transport go backward: \(transport.backward())")
  println(”Transport stop moving: \(transport.stop())")
    
  return true
}
AppDelegate.swift
24
Debugging
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What is a design pattern?
Each pattern de-
scribes a problem 
that happens over 
and over again in 
our environment.  
This also applies to 
object orientated 
design.
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Smalltalk example - MVC
A visual Smalltalk example 
of MVC
Design patters were invented 
by Christopher Alexander and 
in general are made up of four 
elements that are:
- The pattern name
- The problem
- The solution
- The consequences
The purpose of a design pattern is 
either creational, structural or behav-
ioural.  The patterns vary in their level 
of abstraction and granularity.  For ex-
ample, the singleton pattern has a 
creational purpose while the adaptor  
and decorator pattern have a structur-
al purpose.
a = 50%
b = 30%
c = 20%
Model
Y
abc
x
yz
60 60 60
50 30 20
60 60 60
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Back to COBOL
Compiling an iOS 
application takes 
seconds as opposed to 
the three days a 
program took Grace 
Hopper to compile.  
Today the technology is 
much faster although 
the coding techniques 
have changed far less.
When the program compiles into source code the header 
file, and implementation file are appended to one long list in 
Swift.
The println statement is 
still used today in debugging 
software.
car.m
car.h
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Coding inheritance
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Coding inheritance
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Coding inheritance
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Overiding functions
In car.swift, overide the superclass 
with the following code.
The properties for the car subclass are 
now complete.  However, the methods 
for the superclass must be overidden to 
provide their full implementations.
When you override a superclass, you 
create a custom implementation for that 
class.  A call to the super method 
inherits everything in the object above.  
car.swift
private func start() -> String {
return String(format: "Start power source %@.", powerSource)
}
Car.swift
Overriding functions
2000s Milestone si[ Melanie Tarr
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Overiding functions
The properties for the car subclass are 
now complete. However, the methods 
for the superclass must be overridden to 
provide full implementations.
car.swift
override func forward() -> String {
  return String(format: "%@ %@ Depress gas pedal.", start(), gearChange("Forward"))
}
  
override func backward() -> String {
  return String(format: "%@ %@ Look backwards, then depress gas pedal.", start(), gearChange("Reverse"))
}
  
override func stop() -> String {
  return String(format: "Depress brake pedal. %@", gearChange("Park"))
}
  
override func honkHorn() -> String {
  return "Beep beep!"
}
In car.swift, overide the superclass.
Car.swift
Overriding functions
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The properties and 
features of the porsche are 
stores in an array data 
structure within the 
computerÕs memory.
The array structure of the 
model component within 
the Model View Controller 
(MVC) design pattern.
porsche
transport
class
car
class
The Porsche instance 
of the car class inherits 
properties and features 
to ensure that less 
code is written for the 
Porsche instance to be 
complete.
inherits
careera
1969
none
4
no
no
no
2
sunroof
hatchback
convertible
doors
porscheCarDetails
carDetails
inherits
superclass
subclass
subclass
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Model View Controller
To make programming 
managable the Gang of Four 
set out to categorise 23 
patterns used commonly in 
computer programming.  
The programming for 
each component within 
the design pattern, can be 
identified and separated.  
The model  
The view  
The controller
Model View Controller (MVC)
A design pattern
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Data structure of the model
The array is appended 
to as more cars are 
added.
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Entering the data
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Setting and testing the model
under viewDidLoad()
setupTransportArray()
title = “Transport”
TransportListTableViewController.swift
Setting and testing the model
The array is appended as more cars are 
added to it.
Select the transport to 
see its features and 
characteristics
Building and running the 
application will show the 
instances of transport in the 
array.
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Computed Properties
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Testing the list or array selection
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Connecting model and view
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Expanding the abstraction 
of model and view
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Cont’ expanding model and view
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Subclasses in inheritance
Subclasses in inheritance
By adding the transport string and the car class secondary properties together.  You can 
retrieve the data you need for the detailed view on that type of transport.  The data is 
just a string of appended properties.  If the properties exist (yes) then the string is 
appended to the carDetails for the view. 
Car.swift
override var transportDetails: String {
  
  let basicDetails = super.transportDetails
  
  var carDetailsBuilder = "\n\nCar-Specific Details:\n\n"
  let yes = "Yes\n"
  let no = "No\n"
  carDetailsBuilder += "Has sunroof: "
  carDetailsBuilder += hasSunroof ? yes : no
  carDetailsBuilder += "Is Hatchback: "
  carDetailsBuilder += isHatchback ? yes : no
  carDetailsBuilder += "Is Convertible: "
  carDetailsBuilder += isConvertible ? yes : no
  carDetailsBuilder += "Number of doors: \(numberOfDoors)"
  return carDetails
}
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Connecting model and view
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Use inheritance to 
create a new bike class
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Create a new bike class
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Overide the superclass
Bike.swift
Overide the 
superclass
Create a new bike class with properties to view on 
your app.
override func Forward() -> String {
  return String(format: "%@ Pedal forward", 
gearChange("Forward"))
}
override func Backward() -> String {
  return String(format: "%@ Walk %@ backwards using feet.", 
modelName)
}
  
override func stop() -> String {
  return "Squeeze brakes"
}
override func beep() -> String {
  return self.engineNoise
}
Bike.swift
bike
object
properties
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Test the bikes
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Use inheritance to create a new truck class
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Logic stays in the model
Truck.swift
Create a new truck class with features to view 
on your app.
class Truck: Transport {
var cargoCapacity: Int = 0
  
override func Forward() -> String {
  return String(format:"%@ Press accelerator.", gearChange("Drive"))
}
  
override func stop() -> String {
  return String(format:"Press brakes. %@", gearChange("Park"))
}
Truck.swift
Click on Swift and create a new file
click Swift create a new file
Truck
Transport
Create a subclass of 
Transport called Truck
Click on Swift for the file type
File:
Subclass:
Swift
Logic stays in the Model
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Logic and model
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Customise the truck class
Customise the 
truck class
The case statement further customises the class.  When there are different types of trucks, the 
software queries what type of truck class has sounded.  If a large truck has been called, then a 
large sounding horn will be matched to the class.
Truck.swift
override func beep() -> String {
  switch wheelNumber{
  case Int.min...4:
    return "Beep!"
  case 5...8:
    return "Honk!"
  default:
    return "LOUDER HONK"
  }
}
Truck.swift
truck
class
beep
honk
big
honk
case
the minimum number of 
wheels are 4
default case
the default number of 
wheels are more than 8 
so it is a very large 
truck, therefor the honk 
is much louder
case
the number of 
wheels are 
between 5 and 8
dump garbage
"Honk!"
"Beep!"
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Customise the truck class
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Add more truck classes
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Test the truck classes
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